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1. Syllabus

Workshop and Artistic Residency in Italy:
4-Bows drive, the string Q.tet image strategy

English-taught Higher Training Program in Cultural Entrepreneurship for Young Musicians

The training pathway to which this syllabus refers is composed of a workshop, an artistic

residency, and a series of concerts addressed to young professional string quartets in the context

of “MUSA – European young Musicians soft Skills Alliance” programme taking place in Italy.

The organisations involved in the ideation and implementation of the programme are IED Istituto

Europeo di Design (in charge of the workshop) and Le Dimore del Quartetto (in charge of the

residency and concerts).

The participants will be 4 European string quartets selected by Le Dimore del Quartetto,

experimentadesign, and ProQuartet, whose members are aged 20-35, who plan to proceed with

their musical career keeping the same four members over the years.

The workshop is an overview on how to build or improve the string quartet image strategy.

The workshop focuses on the identity and style of the musicians and the quartet as a whole; social

media communication; dynamics and relationships with the environment, taking into

consideration the scenographic and choreographic aspects of the performance. At the end of the

programme, musicians will receive professional photo/video materials and style guidelines.

The quartets are hosted for an artistic residency with accommodation in a historic house, part of

Le Dimore del Quartetto network. The residency programme takes place in close relation to the

workshop. It aims to offer a non-formal learning context where all the participant musicians gather

to share experiences and knowledge.

The workshop will take place in the IED Campus in Milan and two historic houses (Castello di

Lurano and Villa Pesenti Agliardi, tbc) in the Bergamo area during the following days: 27th of

September - 1st of October 2021.

The residency will take place in Villa Vitalba Lurani Cernuschi in Almenno San Salvatore (Bergamo)

during the following days: 26th of September – 2nd of October 2021.

Learning objectives

● To establish and develop the skills required to enhance Quartet's image strategy and

identity;

● To improve their capacity of self-promotion as an ensemble;
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● To implement communication and self-promotion through social media, for example, how

to take pictures, document and spread news on social media using images, video and

written content;

● To improve their capacity of performing and connecting with the audience and the

environment, leveraging image, scenography, and choreographic aspects.

Learning Outcomes

1.  Image strategy and styling

KNOWLEDGE

Participants will gain a basic understanding of fashion styling; how to successfully combine

clothing and accessories, and consider make-up & grooming.

SKILLS

Participants will apply the acquired techniques and knowledge in preparing their outfits for a

performance or a photoshoot.

COMPETENCES

Participants will demonstrate their ability to successfully prepare their outfits to enhance their

personal and professional image.

2. Communication and digital storytelling
KNOWLEDGE

Participants will gain a basic understanding of communication techniques (tone of voice, imagery,

and graphics) for social media.

SKILLS

Participants will apply techniques used for social media to communicate with their target

audience.

COMPETENCES

Participants will demonstrate an ability to utilise communication and digital storytelling skills.

3. Photography & video-making
KNOWLEDGE

Participants will gain a basic understanding of photographic techniques, lighting & image

composition using a smartphone/digital camera.

SKILLS

Participants will apply techniques for creating basic visual content (photography & video-making).

COMPETENCES

Participants will demonstrate an ability to effectively use photography and video content to

represent their identity.
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In addition, thanks to the residency and the multicultural environment, participants will:

● Experience working as part of a multinational group;

● Work both independently and in a team as a quartet;

● Elaborate coherency in the tone of voice, image, and visuals of the quartet;

● Define or modify their unique stage presence according to their image strategy and the

surrounding environment.

Description and topics covered

The workshop will be divided into three parts:

1. Image strategy and styling - identifying professional style and enhancing personal

presentation

2. Communication and digital storytelling - communicating effective content for promotion

3. Photography and video-making - creating visual content for promotion

Preparatory material

Film References:

1. Almost Famous (Cameron Crowe)

2. The Commitments (Alan Parker)

3. Frank (Lenny Abrahamson)

4. Nashville (Robert Altman)

5. La La Land (Damien Chazelle)

6. Velvet Goldmine (Todd Haynes)

7. Hedwig and the Angry Inch (John Cameron Mitchell)

8. Dreamgirls (Bill Condon)

Videoclip references:

1. Tyler the creator - Album: CALL ME IF YOU GET LOST 2021

SIDE STREET (PROMO)

LUMBERJACK (BET AWARDS PERFORMANCE 2021)

CORSO

2. Fka twigs - Album: Magdalene 2019

SAD DAY HOME WITH YOU
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=7qNMcg-l9WU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=SqJM9ZhGysE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=Lqvwm3zAILI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=IxGDNRE-2c0


3. Tamino - Album: Amir 2018

TUMMY

INDIGO NIGHT

4. Temples - Album: Sun Structures 2014

KEEP IN THE DARK

5. Hole - Album : Celebrity Skin 1998

MALIBU

CELEBRITY SKIN

Communication & Digital Storytelling references:

1. Branding Article “What is branding definition”

2. Social Media Infographic “Use of social media”

3. Business and Consumer Communication Article “7 Differences Between B2B & B2C

Ecommerce You Should Know”

Overview of successful examples in the music field:

STRING QUARTETS

1. Artemis Quartet

2. Belcea Quartet

3. Cuarteto Casals

4. Quartetto di Cremona

5. Quatuor Ebene

6. Vision String Quartet

SOLOISTS

1. Julia Fisher

2. Anne Sophie Mutter

3. Ray Chen

ACADEMIES

1. Juilliard School of Music

2. Manhattan School of Music

3. Curtis Institute of Music

4. ProQuartet France

5. UDK BERLIN
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=HB6JjgEubrk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=3wVTmlD86a8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=qijlmDymYX4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=v0CYB5V9e64
https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=O3dWBLoU--E
https://www.thebrandingjournal.com/2015/10/what-is-branding-definition/
https://www.gwi.com/reports/social-media-across-generations?utm_source=ppc&utm_medium=ppc&utm_term=social%20networks&utm_campaign=GWI+-+US+-+EN+-+Beauty+Buyers+-+Cosmetic+Industry+-+BMM&hsa_kw=social%20networks&hsa_grp=73402303190&hsa_net=adwords&hsa_acc=9903771596&hsa_cam=1811698713&hsa_tgt=kwd-45407410&hsa_src=g&hsa_mt=b&hsa_ad=496076039167&hsa_ver=3&gclid=Cj0KCQjwxdSHBhCdARIsAG6zhlWaiA_7WGhbyjQNnc-rZnIzKmx_zweQD3ruVccvjO6N4jW6KonkCY0aAv5AEALw_wcB
https://www.sendcloud.com/differences-b2b-b2c-ecommerce/
https://www.sendcloud.com/differences-b2b-b2c-ecommerce/


6. Hans Eisler Berlin

AGENCIES

1. Simmenauer Impresariat

FESTIVALS

1. Verbier Festival

2. Kuhmo Chamber Music

Teaching and learning methods

The programme will be divided into 3 days of training at the Milan campus of the IED + 2 days in

the historical houses.

Formal learning:
The programme will promote laboratory activities in the IED classrooms, where the trainers will

combine classroom lectures and practical / hands-on activities.

Non-formal learning:
In the historic houses involved in the residency and workshop activities, all the participant

musicians will share common spaces and spend time together.

The historic houses are characterized by a familiar atmosphere, which stimulates a fruitful

exchange among the quartets and with the teachers. Indeed, the participants will be personally

welcomed by the house owners who will be present during the activities.

In this context, the musicians will have the opportunity to share their experiences as musicians,

enhance their performing abilities and practice the skills acquired during the workshop. Moreover,

the historic houses provide a source of artistic inspiration for the identity and image development

of the quartets. For these reasons, the activities in the historic houses are conceived as a full

immersion into the workshop core and as a source of professional and personal enrichment for

each participant.

Informal learning:
In addition, the programme includes mentoring, peer-to-peer learning through discussion and

group feedback, as well as self-directed study.
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Self-study and autonomous learning:
Participants may be given tasks relating to the training sessions to complete during and after the

training day.

Detailed schedule

Monday, 27th September - Image Strategy & Styling

VENUE: IED Campus, Via Piranesi 10, Milan

TITLE: Welcome and introduction
TIMING: 9.00-9.30

TRAINERS: Le Dimore del Quartetto, IED Staff

DESCRIPTION: Meet and greet with a general introduction to the workshop

TITLE: Module 1: Styling
TIMING: 9.30-13.00

TRAINER: Alessandro Milzoni

DESCRIPTION: Participants will learn how to recognize a contemporary fashion trend, through

image research of fashion editorials, celebrity styling and historic references, which they will

reinterpret to enhance their own image.

Participants will be required to bring along 2 of their own outfit proposals; a daytime look and an

evening look, which they will then review with the class.

TITLE: Module 2: Image Strategy
TIMING: 14.00-18.00

TRAINER: Simona Dell’Unto

DESCRIPTION: Participants will be guided through a brief analysis of the deep relationship

between fashion music aesthetics. The analysis will include different examples of looks and styles

that have made a historical impact and how those looks were constructed in order to emphasize

the style of the singer or groups analysed.

In the second part of the class participants will be asked to put together a moodboard of

references in order to illustrate their stylistic key points as a quartet. They will be guided in order

to be able to select the right images to convey the aesthetic and the message they wish to convey.

What to bring (day 1):

● a computer/tablet
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● 2-3 images of musical groups or artists who represent an example of a successful image

strategy, considering the quartets' personal taste and style

● 1 basic daytime outfit, one you would wear to go to class

● 1 cocktail/evening outfit, the one you like the most, and would wear for your best friend’s

birthday party

● 1 classic shirt/blouse/top

● 1 classic skirt/pair of trousers

● 1 classic jacket

● 1 classic dress/suit

● 1 classic pair of shoes

● 1 casual pair of shoes

Tuesday, 28th September - Digital Storytelling & Communication

VENUE: IED Campus, Via Piranesi 10, Milan

TITLE: Module 3: Communication
TIMING: 9.00-13.00

TRAINER: Teresa Martini

DESCRIPTION: Participants will receive a short, no-frills, fact-driven introduction to the basics of

communication and image strategy. The discussion will focus on key-concepts such as stakeholder

identification, unique selling proposition, objective, strategy, target and message. A complete, in

depth SWOT analysis (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, threats) will be carried out as an

in-class exercise.

Examples of communication strategies adopted in the musical field will also be discussed.

TITLE: Module 4: Digital Storytelling
TIMING: 14.00-18.00

TRAINER: Teresa Martini

DESCRIPTION: The second part of the seminar will focus on social media: DOS AND DON’TS

which is the most useful, and not how to reinvent the wheel, according to your target.

What to bring (day 2):

● computer/tablet

● a selection of 2-3 examples of communication best practices (social media, videos,

advertising campaigns, B2B campaigns, etc.) both in the musical and other entertainment

fields.
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Wednesday, 29th September - Photography & video-making

VENUE: IED Campus, Via Piranesi 10, Milan

TITLE: Module 5: Photography 1 and Module 6: Photography 2
TIMING: 09.00-18.00 (lunch break h 13.00-14.00)

TRAINERS: Luca Rotondo and Sergio Lovati

DESCRIPTION: Through the analysis of authorial images (Vanessa Winship, Paolo Verzone) and

direct photographic experience, participants will learn how to directly manage the photographic

space intended as the result of choices regarding light, framing, the position of the subject within

the space, the relationship between multiple pictures and the general evocative outcome of the

image. Participants will also be asked for a sound interpretation of the sensations evoked by the

images they produced during the workshop in order to analyse how the construction of an image

can guide an emotional response and provide different interpretations.

What to bring (day 3)

● computer and smartphone

● digital camera (if you have one)

● up to 20 of the best photos from the quartet's personal archive which will be evaluated to

better understand their current image

Thursday, 30th September

VENUES: Castello di Lurano, Via Mazzini, 13, Lurano (BG) and Villa Pesenti Agliardi, via Agliardi 8,

Sombreno di Paladina (BG)

TITLE: Photographic Shoot
TIMING: 9.00-17.30

TRAINERS: IED Team 1 & IED Team 2

DESCRIPTION: Participants will prepare their personal presentation, including outfits and

accessories, and take part in a photoshoot for professional material for the quartet.

NOTES: The group will be divided into two quartets per location. Each Photography trainer and

Stylist will work together with two quartets to produce the resulting visual content.

What to bring (day 4)

● computer, smartphone

● digital camera (if you have one)

● outfit for the photoshoot, including suitable footwear
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● personal accessories

● make-up and hair products (participants will be responsible for their own hair and

make-up)

● Instruments

● outdoor clothing, in line with weather predictions

VENUE: Villa Pesenti Agliardi, via Agliardi 8, Sombreno di Paladina (BG) - TBC

TITLE: Concert
TIMING: 21.30-22.30

STAFF: DQ team and house owners

DESCRIPTION: The Azalaïs Quartet and the Gabriële Quartet will perform a short concert.

Friday, 1st October

VENUE: Castello di Lurano, Via Mazzini, 13, Lurano (BG)

TITLE: Photo review
TIMING: 14.00-18.00

TRAINERS: IED Team 1 & IED Team 2

DESCRIPTION: After the concerts, participants and trainers will share their reflections on what

emerged over the previous days, evaluate the results achieved and select the final images.

TITLE: Concert
TIMING: 21.00-22.00

STAFF: DQ team and house owners

DESCRIPTION: The Belinfante Quartet and the Ãtma Quartet will perform a short concert.

Saturday, 2nd October

VENUE: Villa Vitalba Lurani Cernuschi, Via Gerosa 3, Almenno San Salvatore (BG)

TITLE: Concert

TIMING: 11.00-12.00

STAFF: DQ team and house owners

DESCRIPTION: The Azalaïs Quartet and the Gabriële Quartet will perform a short concert.

Monitoring and assessment methods

That might include:

● Quartets’ self-assessment before and after the programme’s development
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● Video interviews during the programme’s development

● A questionnaire at the end of the programme

● Discussion panels after the programme

A participation certificate will be issued at the end of the program.

Additional  assessment of informal learning

The concerts, leveraging on the residency and on the overall experience of the learning pathway,

are an opportunity for quartets to:

● make use of the acquired knowledge and skills

● self-assess the progress in their image strategy awareness and in cross-cultural dialogue

Contacts

Le Dimore del Quartetto
Alice Bovone +39 349 7816117

Naomi Pedri Stocco +39 338 2344018
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2. Lecture notes

A set of lecture notes about the activities in Italy has been prepared for the quartets. The set is

part of a comprehensive slideshow presentation including notes about the MUSA activities in Italy,

Portugal and France.

The notes can be accessed here:

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1TBhXWHWnWHgDxEUvo6gWHxXjDIqo6IK3kGVSZ
Bk-SW8/edit?usp=sharing

The best way to check them out is through Google Drive > Slideshow view. Otherwise, they can

also be downloaded as a pdf document.

The lecture notes were conceived to be a useful tool for the MUSA quartets to revise the contents

of the programme that they followed, as well as to discover what has been done in the countries

where they did not attend.

3. Photos

The results of the photo shootings realised to the participant quartets in the historic houses can be

seen here:

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1YYN_CiZJeTw_NbobyxWXar6doS41R9OI?usp=sharing

4. Videos

The following videos have been produced during the “Innovative training course in the music

sector in Italy: the string Q.tet image strategy”.

MUSA 2021 La tappa italiana | Il Documentario

www.youtube.com/watch?v=mugltalH6Ks&t=722s

MUSA 2021 The Italian stage | The Documentary

www.youtube.com/watch?v=nRKOPpwCl9k&list=PLz2VGeNRMgr3WCFX8WO8DwTwdJ5uHN

Yfl&index=1

MUSA 2021 The Italian stage | Trailer
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https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1TBhXWHWnWHgDxEUvo6gWHxXjDIqo6IK3kGVSZBk-SW8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1TBhXWHWnWHgDxEUvo6gWHxXjDIqo6IK3kGVSZBk-SW8/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1YYN_CiZJeTw_NbobyxWXar6doS41R9OI?usp=sharing
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mugltalH6Ks&t=722s
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nRKOPpwCl9k&list=PLz2VGeNRMgr3WCFX8WO8DwTwdJ5uHNYfl&index=1
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nRKOPpwCl9k&list=PLz2VGeNRMgr3WCFX8WO8DwTwdJ5uHNYfl&index=1


www.youtube.com/watch?v=rpa-0PBCcig&list=PLz2VGeNRMgr3WCFX8WO8DwTwdJ5uHNYfl

&index=6

MUSA Italy, 2021 | The experience of the workshops

www.youtube.com/watch?v=8j53sEwqM8Y&list=PLz2VGeNRMgr3WCFX8WO8DwTwdJ5uHNY

fl&index=2

MUSA Italy, 2021 | The experience of the residency

www.youtube.com/watch?v=0z6C2V9hUU4&list=PLz2VGeNRMgr3WCFX8WO8DwTwdJ5uHN

Yfl&index=4

MUSA Italy, 2021 | The experience of the concerts

www.youtube.com/watch?v=PLOwPx8vBCk&list=PLz2VGeNRMgr3WCFX8WO8DwTwdJ5uHN

Yfl&index=3
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rpa-0PBCcig&list=PLz2VGeNRMgr3WCFX8WO8DwTwdJ5uHNYfl&index=6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rpa-0PBCcig&list=PLz2VGeNRMgr3WCFX8WO8DwTwdJ5uHNYfl&index=6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8j53sEwqM8Y&list=PLz2VGeNRMgr3WCFX8WO8DwTwdJ5uHNYfl&index=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8j53sEwqM8Y&list=PLz2VGeNRMgr3WCFX8WO8DwTwdJ5uHNYfl&index=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0z6C2V9hUU4&list=PLz2VGeNRMgr3WCFX8WO8DwTwdJ5uHNYfl&index=4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0z6C2V9hUU4&list=PLz2VGeNRMgr3WCFX8WO8DwTwdJ5uHNYfl&index=4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PLOwPx8vBCk&list=PLz2VGeNRMgr3WCFX8WO8DwTwdJ5uHNYfl&index=3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PLOwPx8vBCk&list=PLz2VGeNRMgr3WCFX8WO8DwTwdJ5uHNYfl&index=3

